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NM Alternative Dispute 
Resolution (ADR) Bureau 

 
We are a state Risk 

Management program that 
works with state employees 
and their agencies to access 

workplace mediation, 
communication-based 

training and alternative 
resources to workplace 
conflict.  Our goal is to 

provide state employees an 
early resource to resolve 

conflicts in the workplace. 
 

Visit our website at: 
https://adr.gsd.state.nm.us 
 

Contact us at: 
adr.bureau@state.nm.us 

 

 
Mary Jo Lujan 
Bureau Chief 

(505) 827-0444 
maryjo.lujan@state.nm.us 

 
April McClellan 

Mediation Coordinator 
(505) 827-0421 

april.mcclellan@state.nm.us 
 

Stefanie Ortega 
Outreach & Training 

Coordinator 
(505) 827-0576 

stefanie.ortega2@state.nm.us 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADR also means “A Dialogue Resource” 

 
 

Interested in a Program 
Overview for you and 

your staff?  
Contact us to learn 

about the services we 
provide state employees  

at no cost.  

Encouraging  Communication  Through  Mutual  Respect 

Considering Mediation through the ADR Bureau? 

Mediation is likely appropriate when: 
 

 There is a clear understanding of the mediation process through 

our program including expectations, any agreements made, 

what mediation can offer and its limitations 

 The issue is relationship-based or a breakdown in 

communication; our program cannot mediate compensation, 

disciplinary actions, policies/procedures, etc. 

 The parties are NOT already in formal process (such as a 

grievance, investigation, EEOC Charge, lawsuit, etc.)  

 The issues are NOT repetitive violations of policies/procedures 

that should be addressed by management and/or HR 

 There is NO history of violence, threats of harm or substance 

abuse 

 

 
 

 

The ADR Bureau is now offering  

Online Mediation Services using Zoom  

(video-conferencing platform). 

Please contact us to find out more. 
 

https://adr.gsd.state.nm.us/
mailto:adr.bureau@state.nm.us
mailto:maryjo.lujan@state.nm.us
mailto:stefanie.ortega2@state.nm.us
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One of the Biggest Obstacles to Genuine Communication  
by Mitch Ditkoff 

"When people talk, listen completely. Most people never 
listen." -- Ernest Hemingway 

One of the biggest obstacles to good communication 
between two people can be summarized in four words: "I 
already know that." 

This all-too-common phrase heads its ugly rear when the 
listener, having heard as little as a single sentence from 
the speaker, assumes they already understand what the 
speaker is going to say. It is this snap judgment, often 
made unconsciously, that subverts even the faintest hope 
of communication. But even more than that, it subverts 
trust, intimacy, connection, and the possibility of 
meaningful collaboration. 

And while it's possible, of course, that the 
listener does know what the speaker is about to say -- 
especially if the two of them have a longstanding 
relationship -- all too often, the listener does not, at least 
at the depth of what the speaker wants to express. 

In other words, conversational beginnings don't always 
foreshadow the depth or direction of what's to follow. 

Whenever the listener, in a conversation, responds with "I 
already know that", it is highly likely that the speaker will 
feel dismissed, diminished, dissed, interrupted, unheard, 
misinterpreted, or judged -- the kind of reactions that 
don't bode well for any kind of one-on-one 
communication. And even more than that, it increases the 
likelihood that the "unheard" person will retract and 
become less willing, in the future, to 
initiate other conversations -- the so-called "vicious cycle." 

It doesn't work for marriages. It doesn't work for business 
relationships. And it doesn't work for even the closest of 
friends. 

Are there reasons  why  this  conversation interruptus 
dynamic happens between two people? Absolutely. And 
here are five of the most common: 

 

1. IMPATIENCE: If the person being asked to listen has a 
lot on their mind, is busy, overwhelmed, or distracted, he 
or she will tend to perceive whatever is being said to them 
as an interruption -- or worse, an invasion of privacy. The 
result? Impatience and, along with it, the rush to end the 
conversation as quickly as possible. As a result, curiosity 
and receptivity go out the window and the person talking 
ends up concluding that the listener doesn't have the 
time, interest, or willingness to engage. 

2. LIMITING ASSUMPTIONS: An assumption is a belief 
that's accepted as true without having sufficient proof. In 
other words, human beings are predisposed to 
supposing, presuming, projecting, and jumping to 
conclusions without really knowing what's to come. We 
may think we know what someone is about to say to us 
based on past conversations we've had with them, but 
our presumptive thought doesn't always match up with 
the content wanting to be shared. 

3. CONCERN ABOUT WHERE THE CONVERSATION MIGHT 
BE HEADING: It is not uncommon for the listener, in a 
conversation, to utter the "I already know that" phrase as 
a way to protect themselves from where they imagine the 
speaker is about to take them -- a kind of protective, pre-
emptive strike on the part of the listener. If the topic on 
the table is a charged one and the listener is not in the 
mood to participate in what they project will be an 
uncomfortable conversation, a sure way to end the 
exchange is to cut things off at the pass by declaring "I 
already know that." 

4. SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS: All of us have a tinge of self-
righteousness in our blood -- the belief we are morally 
superior, smarter, or wiser than another. When the 
person, on the receiving end of a new conversation, is 
coming from this kind of mindset, it is highly unlikely that 
any real communication will happen. Unspoken 
judgment? Yes. Social distancing? Sure. Disappointment? 
That, too. But no real spaciousness for any kind of genuine 
expression to take shape. 
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5. THE LISTENER DOES NOT TRUST OR RESPECT THE 
SPEAKER: Here's the bottom line: If the person being 
spoken to is not experiencing trust, appreciation, or 
respect for the person who is speaking, there's a high 
likelihood that he or she will find a way to end the 
conversation abuptly. And one of the simplest ways to do 
that is to trot out the "I already know that" phrase -- a not-
so-secret code for "Excuse me, I have better things to do 
than talk to you right now." 

Of course, there is always the flip side of this coin. 

While all of the above conversation inhibitors are quite 
common, there will be times when the listener's 
declaration of "I already know that" is both appropriate 
and well-founded. Perhaps the speaker IS obsessing, 
being neurotic, or repeating themselves for the tenth 
time. It happens. It does. But even when it does happen, 
the listener always has the option of moving the 
conversation (and the relationship) to higher ground. 
How? By assuming the best in the speaker and responding 
with graciousness, receptivity, patience, and presence. 

Here's another way to think about this dynamic: 

If someone looks into your eyes and says "I love you," you 
responding with the words "I already know that" probably 
isn't the best way to establish intimacy. Or if your child 
comes running into your bedroom and says "there's a 
monster under my bed", you responding with "I already 
know that, you told me the same thing last night" isn't 
likely to calm your child's fears. 

Those kinds of responses, while rational, are not what's 
needed in the moment. What's needed is something else -
- receptivity, curiosity, empathy, care, and presence -- all of 
which are the pre-conditions for genuine communication. 

I am not suggesting you become an easy target for 
another person's neediness, neurosis, or projections. Nor 
am I suggesting you waste your time entering into 
conversations you really don't want to have. What I'm 
suggesting is this: Any time another person seeks you out 
to speak their mind or express themselves, it's a golden 
opportunity for you to be of service -- a simple act of 
human kindness that can be accomplished in three 
minutes or less.  

 
 

 

 

Let go of your fear of being overwhelmed. Your day is 
not about to be ruined. You are not about to be sucked 
into a rabbit hole you cannot get out of. 

All that's being asked of you is to receive the other, 
honor their need to express and, by so doing, increase 
the odds of genuine communication taking place. 
Towards that end, you have choices. Here are two 
healthy alternatives to the "I already know this" 
routine: 

1. Pause, take a breath, and become present: In other 
words, for the moment, let go of your TO DO list and 
the spinning hard disk of your mind. Unplug from your 
momentum! See the person standing before you as the 
perfect person to be standing before you and know 
that your respectful attention has the potential to work 
wonders (without taking a whole lot of time). 

2. In a gracious way, let the speaker know you DO 
understand what they are about to say -- then give him 
or her a chance to express themselves more fully, i.e. 

-- "I hear you. I know this is a huge topic for you. Is there 
anything else you need to say to me about this?" 

-- "Yup. I totally get that this topic has been on your 
mind for a while. What do we need to do to resolve this 
situation?" 

-- "Hmmm. I can see we have some unfinished business 
here. Is there anything you need from me to get closure 
on this?" 

-- "Thanks for speaking up. I know how important this 
topic is for you, but this moment isn't a good time for 
me to have this conversation with you. How about we 
dig in later tonight?" 

-- "Oops! I thought we had already resolved this matter. 
But maybe not. What do you need from me in order to 
feel complete about the topic on the table?" 

"Give me the gift of a listening heart." -- King Solomon 

Original article found at: 
http://www.ideachampions.com/weblogs/archives/2020/04/one
_of_the_bigg_1.shtml 

http://www.ideachampions.com/weblogs/archives/2020/04/one_of_the_bigg_1.shtml
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